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COMPANY NAME

Gamedex

STAGE PARTICIPATED

Pre-Sale

STAGE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Launch of Gamedex.co

HYPERION FUND INVESTMENT 

USD $ 762,400

DATES

Public Sale   Q4 2018

GAMEDEX SUMMARY

ABOUT THE COMPANY

FOUNDED 2013  Registered as Gamedex WEB DOMAIN www.gamedex.co

FOUNDERS

Henno Fourie CMO SELFKEY, YESINSIGHTS, STARTUP 
WEEKEND (WINNER)

Cameron Garvie CTO AMZSHARK (EXITED), 
WHIRLPOOL MARKETING

Chris Porter COO ADVAULT.IO, SWISSBORG

KEY TEAM MEMBERS

Michael Kim Gaming Expert MICROSOFT (XBOX), EA GAMES, BLIZZARD, 
WARGAMING, HAVOK, PLAYKEY, THE ABYSS

Marcelo Chinellato Business 
Development SONY, PLAYSTATION

Simon Strumer Product Manager FACEBOOK

ADVISORS

Nick van’t Schip Twitch, Perfect World, ONRPG

Giovanni Lesna-Maranetto BlockTrade, Cherr,io, Sofin, EXMO, Fresco, Enkidu, Scalable Labs, 
Adbank

Alberto Maiorana Topps, Vosca

Oliver Denk Kyoto Esports

Kuan Sun Genesis Capital

Lu Xin UBS, Deutsche Bank
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THE GAMEDEX TOKEN

GAMEDEX SUMMARY

THE PROBLEM GAMEDEX AIMS TO SOLVE
For thousands of years, an innate drive has caused people to collect items. Whether it be as a hobby, for trading 
or personal use, items with inherent rarity have caught our attention. With the advent of the digital age, previously 
inconceivable ways of collecting items from virtual pets to baseball cards, are becoming a reality. 

Crypto-collectibles are just one part of a broader trend which is seeing physical assets moving to a digital 
representation. Blockchain offers us the best solution to ensure the authenticity and provenance of these assets, only 
made possible by its underlying technology.

In a market that is currently north of USD 50 billion, collectibles in the gaming industry are predominantly still physical 
assets which can be easily lost, stolen or damaged. Regarding trust and ownership, these collectibles can easily 
be counterfeited and owners cannot simply verify their authenticity. In the digital collectible sector, the markets are 
controlled by centralized entities who often exercise control to the detriment of participants (e.g.: Second Life, WoW). 
Without a system to check for total item quantity, issuers can generate an increasing supply of the same item freely, 
adversely affecting the owner’s value.

Given the inherent problems faced in the physical and centralized digital collectible space, Gamedex aims to provide 
a solution by allowing full transparency and security to collectible card enthusiasts in the digital space. Blockchain 
revolutionizes collectibles by making counterfeits impossible, transfers instant and limited edition cards provably rare.

TOKEN TYPE: GAMEDEX TOKEN (GDX) - ERC223 TOKEN

WHAT IS GAMEDEX?
Gamedex is a platform for digital collectible cards and the games they can be used in. Unlike traditional collectibles (for 
example, baseball or Pokemon cards), these digital assets can be transferred to anyone on the planet instantly with their 
authenticity proven. They cannot be counterfeited or reprinted, and they can be used in online games. The platform is 
similar to Steam but for digital collectible card games whereby individuals are able to create, play and engage in a like-
minded community environment.

According to Gamedex, they are “starting with the digital collectible cards market for the same reason Amazon started 
as a bookstore and Wordpress started as a blogging platform. Just as Amazon is now ‘The Everything Store’ and 
Wordpress now powers 30% of all websites, Gamedex will soon be the dominant platform for all non-cryptocurrency 
digital assets.”

Gamedex will be your digital wallet, exchange, and game store all in one, and will run on both desktops and 
smartphones. Their in-house digital collectible exchange, pairs all issued assets against GDX tokens or Eth. Collectors 
can buy any asset they wish, provided someone is willing to sell it.

By conducting market research, Gamedex found brick-and-mortars still host a strong market amongst the gaming 
community, and therefore allow digital cards to be sold in physical stores using QR codes. While Gamedex’s provisionally 
confirmed partner stores will allow for credit-card payments, in-store cash packs will allow for adoption throughout the 
developing world and among teens and others who may not have access to credit cards.

“One of the biggest, longest-standing critiques of digital assets and collectibles is that they simply don’t have any “real 
world” value. That’s all changing with the emergence of crypto collectibles on the blockchain. Since items can now be 
traced, authenticated, and verified as truly unique, real-world value is now becoming imbued into many digital collectibles 
and assets.”
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TECHNOLOGY 
Unlike the many fungible tokens common today, digital collectibles are cryptographically unique, non-fungible digital 
assets. Up until now, the majority of blockchain’s value has accrued to fungible cryptoassets, however, blockchain can 
also facilitate ledgers to accommodate non-fungible token ownership.

Blockchain technology provides numerous benefits for the digital collectable market. These benefits include true 
ownership of your assets, undeniable scarcity, trustless authenticity and instant transfer. Apart from the benefits that 
blockchain bring, Gamedex has a number of unique features on their platform.

Gamedex have their own in-house digital collectible exchange. All trading fees on the exchange must be paid in GDX, 
and are increasingly discounted the more GDX a user holds. When a user buys or sells digital assets on the Gamedex 
exchange, funds are deposited and withdrawn from their Gamedex wallet. The exchange and wallet both exist within 
the Gamedex app, which will be available as a webapp, a desktop app, and a mobile app. To fund their Gamedex wallet, 
users can deposit any popular cryptocurrency, regardless of blockchain, including bitcoin, ethereum, EOS, and more.

Gamedex utilizes a smart contract escrow system to facilitate the transfer of collectibles. This allows collectors to 
choose the exact assets needed to be sent by both parties to escrow before anything is released, creating risk-free peer-
to-peer trading.

The third feature of the Gamedex platform is the Game Browser which makes it simple to find and play games with your 
collectibles using your web browser or smartphone. The presence of an existing player audience on their Steam-like 
marketplace, in addition to their bounty fund, incentivizes game developers to develop for their platform. Gamedex will 
also release a public API for querying decks, their exchange, and platform. This means websites will not need to run a 
node to publish current prices, rank players, list the most popular decks, etc.

Finally, Gamedex are seeking to implement and patent a concept known as “Forever Royalty”. Creators of popular cards 
including Magic: The Gathering, received a royalty on packs sold (~$1) but never shared in the value when cards became 
increasingly rare and valuable. The Forever Royalty technology will allow issuers of digital collectible cards to collect 
a royalty fee on all secondary market trades of their assets, forever. A prized card may grow to be worth $100,000 and 
still trade hands three times a year. Gamedex project these fees to be more than sufficient to replace the income lost by 
game companies who move away from in-app purchases to truly-owned digital cards.

PROCESS
Gamedex initially reached out directly to Daniel, the CEO of Invictus Capital in May 2018. After a successful initial pitch 
from Henno Fourie, the CMO of Gamedex, a formal application was submitted through the Invictus Portal for analysis 
on 22 May. The team of analysts saw great potential for a project like Gamedex and proceeded to engage in a round 
of conference calls to further understand Gamedex and the market they aim to disrupt. Following this, a decision was 
made to move towards investing in Gamedex. A formal due diligence procedure was initiated, aided by Invictus legal 
counsel, Decentra Group. On 20 June 2018, a SAFT agreement finalizing the investment by the Invictus Hyperion Fund 
was signed.

INVICTUS ANALYSIS

With the gaming and esports industry expanding rapidly, digital collectibles are unlikely to fade in popularity. Gamedex is 
the next logical step in the evolution of the collectibles market from physical trading to collectibles 2.0.
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COMMUNITY
Gamedex is still in the private financing round for their ICO and 
have thus not implemented their full-scale marketing campaign to 
grow their numbers to full potential. Given that, their community 
growth has been incredibly impressive for an early stage project. 
Gamedex keeps most active through their Telegram channel, 
where they have nearly 10,000 members. This organic growth in 
followers is a testament to the potential that Gamedex and their 
team have.  One can attribute their popularity to the fact that 
the crypto and gaming community share a love for the digital 
landscape. This overlap of interest should translate to sufficient 
community growth and adoption of the platform, especially once 
the team implements their marketing budget. In addition to their 
online presence, Gamedex values their in-person community 
building and participate in multiple conferences and crypto 
gatherings around the world. Gamedex was recently accepted into 
RISE’s exclusive ALPHA program. To put things into context, RISE 
is as exclusive to startups as Harvard is to potential students. The 
annual RISE event attracts 15,000 investors and entrepreneurs 
from around the world each year.

PRODUCT AND TOKEN
The Gamedex platform uses the Gamedex token (GDX) as its native currency. GDX follows the ERC223 standard and 
runs on Ethereum blockchain. The token will predominantly be used to:
• Buy, sell, and trade digital collectibles on the Gamedex platform.
• Buy pay-to-play games on the Gamedex platform.
• Make in-game transactions.

Apart from the above use cases, there will also be a governance structure in place whereby each token provides voting 
rights in accordance with platform updates. A small fee will be charged on taker order executions, and users who hold 
GDX tokens will receive a reduction in fees which correlate to the quantity of GDX they hold.

For the platform to gain momentum and reach a broader market, Gamedex token vouchers will be available to purchase 
in physical stores. The vouchers will be fixed in fiat value and the amount of tokens received will depend on market 
prices at the time. In-store sales of GDX tokens helps to resolve three problems:

(1) In general, cryptocurrencies have an onboarding problem

(2) Certain markets have very low credit card penetration

(3) Teenagers generally do not have credit cards.

Gamedex will implement a buy-and-burn protocol whereby 25% of monthly profit is spent on GDX buybacks. Not only 
does this create continuous demand and liquidity for the tokens, but it also decreases the supply over time, effectively 
increasing the value of each token.

Gamedex will sell a total of 2,550,000,000 GDX tokens during the public sale which equates to 51% of the total supply. 
The sale will have a $10mm soft cap and a $25mm hard cap. All unsold tokens will be burnt to prevent disproportionate 
allocations should the project not reach their hard-cap.



TEAM 
The founders and leadership team bring a healthy mix of entrepreneurship and experience from top technology 
companies within the gaming industry. Co-founder and COO, Chris Porter, previously grew advault.io into an industry-
leading advertising analytics software business. Cameron Garvie is also a serial entrepreneur having multiple successful 
ventures and being a lifelong programmer. Other members of the team have experience at EA Games and EA Sports, 
Microsoft, PlayStation, Facebook, KodeFox, XBox, Blizzard and many more. This highly qualified and competent team 
will grow as new funding comes in for Gamedex. Their board of advisors also boast strong and relevant backgrounds in 
the gaming, blockchain and business sectors. Some notable members include Nic van’t Schip (Twitch), Michal Csonga 
(Sony PlayStation), Giovanni Lesna-Maranetto (Blocktrade) and Lu Xin (UBS).

MARKET
Currently, collectibles are a USD 370 billion market. The global gaming market is growing consistently, reaching USD 110 
billion in 2017, and has been projected to continue growing with a compound annual growth rate of 6.2% through 2020. 
Digital Assets alone were a USD 50 billion industry in 2017, and this is without blockchain. Even if crypto-collectibles 
were to capture a small fraction of these combined markets, the digital space could easily be worth tens of billions of 
dollars in the coming years. With a market of this magnitude comes huge potential for anyone looking to disrupt the 
status quo.

Digital collectible card games in particular (Digital CCGs) are expected to generate almost two billion dollars worldwide 
over the next two years. According to SuperData Research Holdings, three in four paying players have spent $10 or more 
on digital CCGs in the past three months. For Gamedex to conquer this market, they will have to go beyond computer 
gaming and release SDKs for mobile and tablet gaming as well. In the span of a decade, mobile gaming will have grown 
from the smallest segment in 2012 to a 100-billion-dollar industry in 2021 (Newzoo). Lastly, in the past ten years, the 
popularity of fantasy sports has tripled in the US and Canada. Currently, roughly 20% of adults and teens in the US and 
Canada play fantasy sports, with adults spending an average of $653 per year in the process.
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DISCLAIMER
This announcement is for information purposes only and represents neither investment advice nor an investment 
analysis or an invitation to buy or sell financial instruments. Specifically, the document does not serve as a substitute for 
individual investment or other advice. The statements contained in this publication are based on the knowledge as of the 
time of preparation and are subject to change at any time without further notice. The authors have exercised the greatest 
possible care in the selection of the information sources employed, however, they do not accept any responsibility for 
the correctness, completeness or timeliness of the information, respectively the information sources, made available, 
as well as any liabilities or damages, irrespective of their nature, that may result there from (including consequential or 
indirect damages, loss of prospective profits or the accuracy of prepared forecasts).

DOCUMENT REQUESTS AND LEGAL ENGAGEMENT
Documents were requested and reviewed to mitigate the following risks with regard to Gamedex:
• Risks to Leadership
• Risks to Business Continuity
• Risks to Intellectual Property
• Risks to Financial Standing
• Regulatory Risk
• Risks to Feasibility

These risk areas were further investigated by our legal counsel, Decentra Legal, who was engaged to review the token 
purchase agreement and Gamedex white paper, evaluating them to ensure that the following topics pertinent to token 
purchase were appropriate and protected the interests of the token purchaser, the Invictus Hyperion Fund:
• Commitments in the white paper and ICO agreement to terms described therein
• Issuers obligations to accomplish the proposed business model
• Organizational structure and founder commitment
• Coin or token attributes and benefits
• Soft and hard caps of token sale
• Information rights of token holders
•  Documents were requested from Gamedex and reviewed to mitigate the following risks closing mechanics if a soft 

cap is not reached tokens are not issued
• Disclaimers are reasonable and do not completely absolve founders of any liability
• Transfer restrictions to protect the market from being flooded with GDX tokens termination rights

Invictus, advised by it’s legal partner, has determined that Gamedex is on fair legal footing and that there are no obvious 
legal risks in the project itself.


